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SYNOPSIS 
A motion is requested to approve the purchase of an Automated Vehicle Location (AVL) system for 
Village snow plow trucks from CompassCom Software Corporation of Centennial, Colorado, in an 
amount not to exceed $33,334. 
 
STRATEGIC PLAN ALIGNMENT 
The Village’s Mission includes providing Exceptional Municipal Services which is defined in part as 
Continuously Looking for Opportunities for Innovations and for Ways to Improve Management and 
Service Delivery. As an emergency response, snow removal is a primary core service business of the 
Village affecting all of its primary and secondary customers. 
 
FISCAL IMPACT 
The FY 07 General Fund budget includes $35,000 to initiate the implementation of an AVL system for the 
Village’s fleet of snow plow trucks. Ongoing operating costs will involve establishing additional cellular 
phone accounts to provide for communications. 
 
RECOMMENDATION 
Approval on the October 2, 2007 consent agenda. 
 
BACKGROUND 
The AVL system works through a combination of an electronic vehicle location unit fitted with the 
vehicle, a method of returning the data to the Village and PC based software. The data is turned into 
information by management reporting tools in conjunction with a visual display on computerized mapping 
software. The system will allow Village management and supervisory staff to better monitor progress of 
snow removal operations during snowstorms and to deploy equipment to certain areas of the Village as 
needed. Equipment will be monitored from the Public Works Operations Center to ensure proper 
deployment and accountability. 
 
The use of AVL for snow removal operations has been discussed conceptually for several years at a staff 
level. Initially, the cost of the technology was prohibitive but it has decreased to the point that moving 
forward is now feasible. This purchase will initiate the deployment of an AVL system for the Village’s 
fleet of snow plow trucks by providing the server software, four desktop viewing software licenses, 
training and in-vehicle hardware for six snow plow route trucks for 2007. The Village owns and operates 
ten front-line plow trucks with a total of 33 vehicles and pieces of equipment involved in the snow 
response plan overall. It is expected that the AVL program will be expanded in future years within the 
fiscal constraints of the Village, to include all equipment involved in the snow response plan. The AVL 
system components are expected to have a life cycle of 10-15 years. 
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Some of the key benefits expected from the system include improved resource management by analyzing 
past activities to improve efficiency, increased security and safety for snow plow drivers, and reduced 
deicing material costs through more efficient application strategies. The AVL system will also provide 
timelier pavement condition information and automatic and continuous updates of pavement conditions 
for Village maintenance. In the future, there is also the potential to feed near real-time information related 
to the status of plowing and salting operations to the Village’s web site. 
 
A project team of staff from the Public Works and Information Services Departments developed a Request 
for Proposals (RFP) for the system. The RFP was sent to seven vendors and published on the Village’s 
web site in accordance with established procurement procedures. Two proposals were received by the due 
date of August 30 as follows: 
 
 CompassCom Software    Cost proposal: $33,334 
 6770 S. Dawson Circle, Suite 100 
 Centennial, CO 80112 
 
 Radio Satellite Integrators, Inc.   Cost proposal: $46,970 
 19144 Van Ness Ave. 
 Torrance, CA 90501 
 
Proposals were reviewed based upon several factors including the vendor’s general approach and plans to 
meet the requirements of the RFP, the experience and qualifications of the vendor and personnel as shown 
on staff resumes, the vendor’s current and past performance on projects of similar scope and size, 
reporting feature capabilities and cost. Staff believes that CompassCom Software’s proposal best meets 
the needs of the Village when weighed against the established evaluation factors. CompassCom Software 
was able to demonstrate a great deal of experience with Public Works departments in general and the 
application of AVL technology to snow removal operations in particular. Its staff that was assigned to the 
project have had prior experience integrating the same type of system for several municipal Public Works 
agencies similar to Downers Grove. 
 
Locally, several communities are moving forward with the implementation of AVL technology for the 
snow removal operations. The City of Chicago has used AVL to monitor its snow removal operations for 
several years. Within DuPage County, communities like the Village of Lombard and the City of 
Naperville are either considering such systems or will begin implementing them this year. Though 
Downers Grove is on the early side of implementing this technology in DuPage County, it will become 
much more commonplace over the next few years. 
 
The Technology Commission reviewed this project at its meeting on September 12, 2007, and concurred 
with staff’s recommendation. The Commission closely examined the usefulness and justification of the 
system as well as its long-term financial benefits. They did suggest that staff consider the costs of fully 
implementing the system and work on quantifying the tangible benefits of the system in the future. 
 
ATTACHMENTS 
Cost proposal comparison 
Technology Commission draft minutes 
Contract form 



AVL Cost Proposal Comparison

Item Unit Cost Quantity Total Cost Budget

CompassCom 35,000.00$     

CompassCom Services 4,500.00$      1 4,500.00$              30,500.00$     
CompassLDE AVL Server Software 6,000.00$      1 6,000.00$              24,500.00$     
Vehicle LDE License 200.00$         6 1,200.00$              23,300.00$     
CompassTrac Workstation AVL Map Display 1,000.00$      4 4,000.00$              19,300.00$     
Muncie Control Interface 1,300.00$      0 -$                       19,300.00$     
Component Tech Interface 1,300.00$      4 5,200.00$              14,100.00$     
Force America Interface 1,053.00$      2 2,106.00$              11,994.00$     
Interface Engineering 3,000.00$      2 6,000.00$              5,994.00$       
LMU - w/harness 537.00$         6 3,222.00$              2,772.00$       
GPS antenna 104.00$         6 624.00$                 2,148.00$       
CompassCom AVL In-Vehicle Equipment Programming 50.00$           6 300.00$                 1,848.00$       
Cables and Wiring Harness 13.00$           6 78.00$                   1,770.00$       
Serial Adapter Cable 44.00$           1 44.00$                   1,726.00$       
Shipping Cost 10.00$           6 60.00$                   1,666.00$       

Total 33,334.00$           

Item Unit Cost Quantity Total Cost Budget

RSI 35,000.00$     

Base Communications Server Software 12,500.00$    1 12,500.00$            22,500.00$     
Client/Server Software 5,750.00$      4 23,000.00$            (500.00)$         
Mobile Units 995.00$         6 5,970.00$              (6,470.00)$      
Base Station Training 2,500.00$      1 2,500.00$              (8,970.00)$      
On-Site Training 1,500.00$      2 3,000.00$              (11,970.00)$    

Total 46,970.00$           
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TECHNOLOGY COMMISSION MEETING SUMMARY 
 
September 12, 2007 
Ante Room, Village Hall 
 
Commissioners 
Mark Grippando, Chair 
Robert Blair-Smith, Commissioner 
Pete Craven, Commissioner 
Will Hutchinson, Commissioner 
Don Nichols, Commissioner 
Jim McGinnis, Commissioner 
  
Thoms Nybo, Commissioner (Absent) 
 
Staff 
Stan Balicki, Assistant Director, Public Works 
Liangfu Wu, Director of Information Services, Staff Liaison 
 
Resident 
Mark Thoman 
 
I. Review of the Purchase of an AVL System for Public Works 
 
Discussions were focused on two areas: 1) Justification of the purchase; i.e., how the 
technology helps improve the operation, long term investment return, etc., and 2) the selection 
process. 
 
Mr. Balicki briefly introduced the project. The system helps PW staff manage the snow plowing 
operation much more effectively. The locations of all snow plowing vehicles will be known live 
on the screen, and the speed and the operation mode will also be indicated by the system. In 
addition, the system offers the capability of operation analysis that allows the management team 
to review operation and pinpoint where improvements are needed in the future. 
 
Commissioners asked whether there were studies in this technology that would show tangible 
benefits of the system. 
 
Mr. Balicki said that as there was a lack general studies that can be referenced, he did talk to 
staff in Aurora, Colorado, regarding how the system helped improve their operation. Staff from 
that city believed that the system enabled them to reduce the workload by 10-15% due to the 
effective management tool. 
 
Commissioners suggested that staff look more into the aspects of tangible financial benefit. For 
example, if the system would help reduced the overtime occurred during the snow season, that 
would be a very good indication of the benefits. 
 
With the regards to the selection process, Mr. Balicki briefly discussed the process staff took to 
reach the final conclusion. The staff from Public Works and Information Services worked closely 
and followed the process where an RFI was issued first to test the market and learn the 
technology, and a final RFP was issued. Two companies responded and submitted proposals.   
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Commissioners asked a number of questions in the areas of maintenance, and long term 
investments, e.g., what would be total cost if we decide to add the system to all PW vehicles, 
etc. Commissioners suggest giving greater attention to the future needs in introducing the 
technology into the Village’s operation.  
 
Commissioners agreed with staff and believed this technology will help the Village improve the 
snow plowing operation. Also, based on the two proposals submitted, the commissioners 
concurred with staff in terms of the final vendor selection. 
 
2. Report of A WiFi Network for Downtown Downers Grove 
 
Mr. Wu briefly reported the status of the project of WiFi Downtown Downers Grove.  
 
As Mr. Wu reported, the Village was planning a WiFi network for the Central Business District 4 
years ago. Two years ago,  the Downtown Management Corporation and a private business 
created a plan for a similar system, therefore, the Village has not taken any further action on this 
project. 
 
Commissioners were satisfied with the report, and they believe that due to the widely deployed 
wireless technology today, such a network in downtown would not have as much value as it 
would have four years ago. 
 
The meeting was adjourned at 9:15pm 



Village of Downers Gmve 

IV. PROPOSALICONTRACT FORM 
***THIS PROPOSAL, WEEN ACCEPTED AND SIGNED BY AN AUTHORIZED 
SIGNATORY OF THE VILLAGE OF DOWNERS GROVE, SHALL BECOME A 
CONTRACT BINDING UPON BOTH PARTIES. 

Entire Block Mast Be Completed When A Submitted Bid Is To Be Considered For Award 
PROPOSER: 

Com~assCom Software Date: 8-24-07 
Company Name 

6770 S .  Dawson m. S*e 100 Email Address 
Street Address of Company 

Brian Jones 
CentekinPal, co 80112 Contact Name (Print) 
Village, State, Zip 

303-912-1940 
303-680-3311 
Business Phone 

303-766-2488 
Fax Sole Proprietor 

I ATTEST: If a Corporation 

h ~ S ~ h k + + e r ,  CDD 
Print Name & Title 

VILLAGE OF DOWNEZS GROVE: 

I 

ATTEST: 
Authorized Signature 

Signature of Wqoration Secretary 

Signature of Village Clerk 
Title 

Date Date 

In compliance with the specifications, the above-signed offers and agrees, if this Proposal is 
accepted within 90 calendar days from the date of opening, to fimish any or d of the services 
upon which prices are quote$ at the price set opposite each item, delivered at the designated 
point within the time specified above. 
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